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ABSTRACT

One of the needs of experimenters on Space Station is the access to steady and controlled-variation microgravity environments. A method of providing these environments is to place the experiment on a tether attached to the Space Station. This provides a high degree of isolation from structural oscillations and vibrations. Crawlers can move these experiments along the tethers to preferred locations, much like an elevator. This report describes the motion control laws that have been developed for these crawlers and the testing of laboratory models of these tether elevator crawlers.
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1. **Introduction**

Tethers attached to orbiting spacecraft can be used to provide parking locations and paths for microgravity environment experiments if a crawler system moves the experiment along the tether. Two tether configurations are possible — one, a clothesline configuration, in which both ends of the tether are rigidly fixed to the spacecraft structure; and the second, a free end mass or pendant configuration, in which one end is fixed to the spacecraft and the other to an end mass which by gravity-gradient forces pulls the tether taut either outward from the center of the orbit or inward toward the center of the orbit.

These two tether configurations have different environment ranges and provide conditions for different types of microgravity experiments. These differences can be stated as:

- **Fixed Ends (Clothesline)**
  - Steady G-Level Experiments
  - $10^{-5}$ to $10^{-2}$ G

- **Free-End Mass (Pendant)**
  - Variable-G Experiments
  - Microgravity, $10^{-6}$ to $10^{-5}$ G.

Crawler motions in space along a tether are a combination of the responses to the instructions of a motion control law, to the vibrations transmitted from the spacecraft, and to the dynamics of motion of the entire orbiting tether/crawler system. The response to each of these is of interest in this study.

2. **Mirror Image Motion Control Law (MIMCL)**

A number of control laws (Fig 1) for the motion of a crawler along a tether have been developed starting with Rupp (1) in 1975. A major step to provide more flexibility by independently controlling the maximum velocity and accelerations during the motion was made in the hyperbolic tangent motion control law developed by Lorenzini (2) in 1986. This new control law was one continuous function throughout the motion and had a smooth acceleration from rest to a peak velocity followed immediately by a smooth deceleration which approached zero velocity exponentially so that a cutoff distance had to be introduced to terminate the motion at a small but finite velocity and a selected small proximity to the total distance. In this motion control law the peak deceleration is smaller than the peak acceleration and the time interval for deceleration is much longer than the time interval for acceleration. However, the slow initial accelerations and final decelerations made this very attractive as a motion control law, especially when operating a crawler close to the spacecraft on a pendant (free end mass) configuration tether.
Later in the same year, Swenson (3) added a constant-velocity middle phase to the hyperbolic tangent control law at the maximum velocity point where the acceleration was zero. This retained the advantages of the hyperbolic tangent motion control law but also allowed the same distance to be covered in the same time interval but with a lower value of peak acceleration. However, even this modification did not eliminate either the time-inefficient, long exponential tail of the hyperbolic tangent motion control law or the necessity of stopping the motion when the velocity was small but still finite and at a cutoff distance from the expected end of the motion.

In 1987 Rupp and Swenson (4) changed the tail end of the modified hyperbolic tangent motion control law so that the deceleration tail was the mirror image of the acceleration beginning of the motion. This resulted in symmetrical motion curves (Fig 2) in distance, velocity and acceleration. The motion then occurs in three successive phases (Fig 3) in which the acceleration and deceleration phases are mirror images of each other and the peak acceleration and the peak deceleration have the same value.

The equation of motion during the beginning acceleration phase is:

$$L(t) = \Delta L_C \left[ \tanh \left( \frac{t}{\tau} \right) \right]^\gamma, 0 \leq t \leq t_A$$

where, the time at the end of the acceleration phase is:

$$t_A = \frac{1}{\tau} \sinh^{-1} \left( \frac{\sqrt{2\gamma}}{2} \right)$$

and, the maximum velocity is:

$$v_{c.m} = \frac{\Delta L_C}{\left( \gamma+1 \right)^{\gamma+1}/2}$$

The mirror image motion control law provides the system designer and the tether elevator crawler system motion programmer with considerable flexibility, part of which can be shown with these equations for this first phase. The parameters in the equations for the hyperbolic tangent acceleration and deceleration phases of the motion are the distance parameter, $\Delta L_C$, the time parameter, $\tau$; and the shape parameter, $\gamma$. Two advantages that go back to using the power function of the hyperbolic tangent function as a motion control law are that the time to reach maximum velocity (zero acceleration point) is independent of the selected distance interval and that the maximum velocity function can be divided by the distance interval to give another function which depends only on the values of the time parameter and the shape parameter. With three independent parameters in the equations, independent selections may be made of the distance, the maximum velocity and the time to reach maximum velocity.
The addition of the constant-velocity phase increases the flexibility to the motion control law user by adding a section of travel at maximum velocity along the tether which has a distance parameter, $\Delta L_c''$, which is independent of the other parameters. The transition into this phase is also smooth as it is made at the point of zero acceleration. The equation for the total distance travelled through the acceleration phase and to the end of the constant-velocity phase is:

$$L(t) = \Delta L_c' \left[ \tanh (\tau_A) \right] + \frac{\Delta L_c''}{L_{c,m}} (t - \tau_A), \quad \tau_A \leq t \leq \tau_B$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where, the time to the end of the constant-velocity phase is:

$$\tau_B = \tau_A + \frac{\Delta L_c''}{L_{c,m}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Another aspect of this flexibility is that the time interval for this phase, $\Delta t_A$, is a function only of the distance to be travelled at constant velocity and the value of the maximum velocity.

Being a mirror image, the deceleration phase is already determined by the parameters selection for the acceleration phase. The equation for distance in this phase is:

$$L(t) = \Delta L_T - \Delta L_c' \left[ \tanh \left( \frac{(t - t_0)}{t_T} \right) \right], \quad \tau_B \leq t \leq t_T$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where, the total distance travelled during the three phases of the motion is:

$$\Delta L_T = \Delta L_c' + \Delta L_c''$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

and the total time to travel this total distance is:

$$t_T = \tau_A + (\tau_B - \tau_A) + \tau_A = \tau_A + \tau_B$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

A summary of the features of the mirror image motion control law is:

- smooth accelerations and decelerations
- smooth transitions
- three independent acceleration and deceleration phases parameters
- one independent constant-velocity phase parameter.

The mirror image motion control law (MIMCL) is very time efficient (Fig 4). When comparison is made to the modified hyperbolic tangent motion control law (MHTMCL), the shortening in travel time can be seen in graphs for distance (Fig 5), velocity (Fig 6), and acceleration (Fig 7). For the same total distance traveled (4km in Figs 5 and 6, 384-in in Fig 7) and the same values of equation time and shape parameters, the motions using two forms of the mirror image motion control law (MIMCL) both end much quicker than with the modified hyperbolic tangent motion control law (MHTMCL).
Additional conclusions can be reached from the curves. For the same control law equation parameters, the change to a mirror image always results in a shorter time for deceleration. It also results in the shorter distance travelled during deceleration becoming the same distance as the acceleration distance. The result is that the sum of the nominal distances for acceleration, deceleration and constant-velocity is larger than the distance actually travelled, and an adjustment must be made in either the nominal distance to calculate the acceleration and deceleration phases or in the distance actually travelled during the constant-velocity phase.

Therefore, there are two possible forms of the mirror image motion control law that correspond to the same modified hyperbolic tangent motion control law. If the fraction, $Y$, of the total distance that is at constant-velocity is the same in the MIMCL and the MHTMCL, then the time to complete the motion is shortest. However, the peak acceleration and deceleration are increased to higher values. If the fraction, $X$, of total distance for acceleration and deceleration is kept the same in the MIMCL as in the MHTMCL, then an intermediate value of travel time results. The peak values of acceleration are the same and the peak value of deceleration in the MIMCL is equal to the peak value of acceleration.

The mirror image motion control law has features which make it the best to date in this series of the tether elevator motion control laws and can be used as a standard for comparison of motion control laws.

Lorenzini (5) has recently developed a retarded exponential (RE) motion control law which is especially useful for short-distance maneuvers. It is another step forward in this succession of motion control laws.

3. Crawler System Development and Testing

The tether crawler system that has been developed has the engagement mechanism and drive train similar to those shown in Fig 8. The tether is gripped between a toothed drive wheel and a toothed belt. The drive wheel moves both the tether and the belt and the entire system crawls up or down along the tether. If there is no slip between the drive and the tether, the position change of the crawler along the tether can be found from measurement of the rotation of the drive wheel.

A control system (Fig 9) has been developed to control the drive system to follow inputs from a motion control law that is a real-time model in a microprocessor. The desired location and velocity from the model are compared with the measured location and/or velocity to give an error signal that drives the motor. Two types of motors - stepping motors and DC motors - are being used in three different laboratory crawler systems.

Two flat-surface tables are being used for testing the crawler drive and control systems. The first, a 6-foot long glass
surface (Fig 10) is used for crawler and instrumentation system development. The second, a 32-foot long plastic surface (Fig 11), is being built for the testing of crawler/tether system dynamics. Both tables have the tether suspended horizontally over the length of the flat surface and have strain gages mounted on the end supports for the measurement of tether tension forces in the segments in front and in back of the moving crawler. For two-dimensional testing, the crawler rides on an air film that is generated by an air bearing. This thin film provides very-low frictional resistance to longitudinal (along the tether) and lateral movements of the crawler.

The end conditions of the tether may be changed from being rigidly attached to the end support to give a fixed-end condition to going through a hole in the end support to give a free-end condition. Strain gages attached to the sides of the end support sense the changes in tether tension and accelerometers sense the movements of the crawler. An infra-red communications link is being developed to replace the present electrical umbilical which carries instructions and information to and from the crawler system.

In summary, a list of the components that are part of the crawler system is

- tether engagement mechanism
- drive train
- drive control system
- acceleration measurement
- communications link
- on-board microprocessor.

The testing equipment is represented in the Figs 10 and 11 by the trajectory grids underneath the clear, flat surfaces; the tension sensors on the end supports; the preprocessor which sends motion law parameter values to the microprocessor on-board the crawler; the tether tension recorder and the time-base counter. Not shown are the magnetic tape recorders for data storage, the on-board flasher unit, and the videocamera and still camera for recording the crawler trajectories.

All of these development and testing activities are part of the schedule (Fig 12) for the tether elevator crawler systems. The demonstration flights on balloon, KC-135 and rocket vehicles are all paths to the demonstration of tether elevator crawler system (TECS) capabilities in space on board the Shuttle (Fig 13). This demonstration on a clothesline-configuration tether will culminate the initial development and testing of the TECS. Then it will be ready for application on board the Space Station.
- **EXponential** (Rupp 1975)
- **Hyperbolic Tangent** (Lorenzini 1986)
- **Constant-Velocity Addition** (Swenson 1986)
- **Mirror Image** (Rupp/Swenson 1987)

**Tether Crawler Motion Control Laws**
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